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Abstract
Although

the reflex

Sanskrit

of vocalized

is still debated,

in internal positions.

laryngeals

it is generally

An apparent

in final

admitted

exception

long i (-ni-C).

This i is secondary

in

to this view is found in

the weak affix -ni- of Sanskrit ninth class presents
presents
from a diachronic
viewpoint),
vocalized laryngeals is not an expected i

syllables

that it appears as i
(i.e. nasal-infix

where the outcome of
(-ni-C < *-nH-C), but a

and cannot

be accounted

for in

phonological
idiosyncrasy,

terms.
Among various
attempts
to explain
this
Wackernagel ascribes its long quantity to a tendency

towards

same vowel

the

Although

his view

endorsed

by typological

verbs in -ttari
straightforward
has

been

length

was

later
evidence

created

to

Thanks

to this finding,

explanation

from Hittite.

forms.

it is now

Hittite mediopassive

class cannot

receive

a

unless the vowel length in strong forms
their

phenomenon
is completely
regarding
the weak affix

and weak

by Jamison,

from the nasal-infix

explanation

extended

in both strong
criticized

corresponding

weak

forms.

This

parallel to what Wackernagel
argues
-ni- of Sanskrit ninth class presents.

Wackernagel's

view still remains

the best

that we have.

1. Problem
The formation
from a descriptive

of the ninth class presents

in Sanskrit

point of view and calls for no particular

is entirely

discussion.

regular

Macdonell

1 Th
e present paper is part of that given at the Indo-European
Roundtable held at Kyoto
University on August 17, 2012. For comments and suggestions I am grateful to Brent Vine,
Werner Knobl, Aurelijus Vijunas and Adam Catt. I hope the title of this paper is congenial to
the honorand of this volume who is well known for his many contributions
to Indo-Iranian
studies but not so widely known for being a fan of Star Wars films.
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(1910: 348) states that "Nearly forty verbs belong to this class in the Samhitas.
The stem is formed by adding to the root, in the strong forms, the accented syllable
-na, which in the weak forms is reduced to -ni before consonants and -n before
vowels."

This morphological

the root grabh-

`seize'

behavior

of the ninth class present

is illustrated

by

as follows.2

ActiveMiddle
Sg.Pl.Sg.P1.
1. grbh-na-mi

grbh-ni-mas(i)

grbh-n-e

grbh-ni-mahe

2. grbh-na-si

grbh-ni-tha(na)

grbh-ni-se

[grbh-ni-dhveJ

3. grbh-nd-ti

grbh-n-antigrbh-ni-te

From a diachronic
which requires

grbh-n-ate

point of view, however,

special attention,

the above paradigm

displays

a feature

as shown in the following paragraph.

It is well known that the Sanskrit

ninth class presents

are historically

characterized by nasal infixes and root-final laryngeals. They go back to the shape
*-ne-H - in the strong form and *-n-H-' in the weak form. Thus, the strong stems
and the weak stems followed

by the vowel

initial endings

from their protoforms;

e.g. the active present

3 sg. grbh-nd-ti

the 3 pl. grbh-n-anti

<*ghrb-n-h2-enti,

respectively.3

found in the weak forms with the consonant
grbh-ni-mas(i),

2 p1. grbh-ni-tha(na),

pres.

derived

< *ghrb-ne-h2-ti

However,

initial endings

middle

are regularly

and

the affix

-ni-

(e.g. active pres. 1 pl.

2 sg. grbh-ni-se,

3 sg.

grbh-ni-te,
1 p1. grbh-ni-mahe)
presents us with a serious problem. The relevant
forms are all supposed to go back to *ghrb-n-h2-C-. Although the issue of reflexes
of vocalized
admitted

laryngeals

that

the

in Sanskrit

vocalized

laryngeals; e.g. *dhhi-to`standing' > Skt . sthita-,
this respect,

Gk. atatioS,

the long i included

studies:

became

controversial,
i regardless

`put' > Skt. hita, (su-, dur-)dhita-,

summary

A number of explanations

*dh3-ti-

it is generally
of the

expected

and some

kind

of

Gk. OETOg,*sth2-to-

`gift' > Skt. diti-, Gk. 86ats.4

in the weak affix -ni- is puzzling.

with short I would be phonologically
2. Previous

is still partially

laryngeals

Instead,

In
-ni-

in these forms.

criticisms

have been put forth to account

for the affix -ni-

2 Cf
. Macdonell (1916: 138-9).
3 Cf . LIV (2001: 201).
4 F
or the recent discussions on vocalized laryngeals in Sanskrit, a convenient summary with
previous literature is available in Mayrhofer (2005: 106-110). In Old Iranian vocalized
laryngeals disappeared
word-internally
as in Avestan asti- `guest' (< Proto-Indo-Iranian
*atHthi-; cf . Skt. atithi-), but seem to have been occasionally
preserved elsewhere,
e.g.
Avestan I p1. middle ending -ma`di < *-medhh2 (cf. Skt. -mahi, Gk. -µrOa). For a succinct
summary on this problem, see Mayrhofer (2005: 117-123). For the earlier studies on reflexes
of laryngeals in Indo-Iranian, Mayrhofer (1981) supplies us with a useful summary.
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in the ninth class presents.
examples

For example,

The Weak Affix

an analogous

Wackernagel

explanation.

neben I in der starken

-ni- in Sanskrit

based on the observation

in which short i (< *a) is replaced

~ma `measure'),

gleicher

of Wackernagel:

Class Presents

that there are

by long I (e.g. mimite — *mimite; cf.

(1896: 20) argues that the I of the affix -ni- receives

He states that "Die Ubertragung

war moglich,

Stufe a steht, und wurde begunstigt

of nasals as in vrnimahe

weil auch

durch den Trieb nach

Quantitat in starken und schwachen Formen."
Kuiper (1947: 203) suggests that a vocalized laryngeal

as T in the neighborhood

Ninth

`we choose'.

sometimes
As pointed

appears
out by

Jamison (1988: 224), however, aniti `breathes' (< *h2enhiti), vamiti `vomits' (<
*uemhiti) , etc. are apparent counterexamples
to his suggestion. It seems difficult
to find a way of explaining the different outcomes of the vocalized laryngeal on
purely phonological grounds.
An exhaustive treatment
laryngeals

in Sanskrit

of the problem

including

of the development

of vocalized

the weak suffix -ni- in the ninth class presents

found in Jamison (1988). Her cardinal

claims are summarized

(1) A vocalized
laryngeal
becomes i in final
consonant (*H > a / _C#),
but I elsewhere

is

as follows.

syllables
ending in a
(*H > i /_#,
_CCV,

CV).
(2) Internal

i (4— *H) is found primarily

be explained

in a few verbal categories

and can

as secondary.

According to Jamison (1988: 220), the sound change *H > I /_C#

shown
in (1) yields the verbal endings, 2 sg. -is, 3 sg. -it of root imperfects, root aorists,
and s-aorists to set roots. E.g. impf. abravit 'said' < *e-mleuh2-t, root aor. agrabhit
`seized' < *e -ghrebh2-t, s-aor. asavit 'generated' < *e-seuhi-s-t. Later, the is, It
endings have been secondarily extended to anit roots as seen in asis 'you were' (<
*e-hies-s) , asit `was' (< *e-hies-t). This sound change is observed almost
exclusively in the is and it endings.5
In connection with her claim in (2), Jamison (1988: 214ff.) considers that
the only regular phonological outcome of internal *H is I and attempts to give
morphological explanations to the internal i that occurs in the position where i is
expected. For example, passives (/-ya-presents) to roots in -i represented by
mi-yate `is fixed' to 4mi (mita-), ci-yate 'is gathered' to.\lci (cita-), sri-yate 'is
resorted to' to'\Isri (srita-) show lengthening, which she argues is clearly
morphologically conditioned, functioning as a mark that there is a morpheme break
before the -y-. In this regard it should be noted that ace. sg. vrk(i)y-am of the
S As for the prehistoric

interactions

see Narten

with

(1964:

53f.)

between

the a

uslauts

references.
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i-stem noun vrki `she-wolf',
of the root noun At
laryngeal

`thought',

to-\idha-

exactly

similar

represented

`put' (< *dhehl-),
analysis

by arati-yati

`property',

acc. sg. dhiy-am

to arati-

e.g. di-yate to Jda-

sthi-yate

is applied

sakhi-yati

of delft `goddess',

etc. do not have an T. The product

also shows length in this position;

dhi-yate

rayi-

instr. sg. dev(i)y-a

to Istha-

'disfavor',

to sakhi-

(< *(s)theh2-).

verbs

kavi-yati

'companion'.

`give' (< *deh3-),

`stand'

to denominative

of a vocalized

to i-stem

to kavi- 'sage',
The reflex

An

nouns

rayi-yati

to

of a vocalized

laryngeal has undergone lengthening here as well; e.g. mahi-yate to mahi `great' (<
*megh2-) , jani-yati
to jani`woman'
(< *genhi-).
In these morphological
categories the long i is due to a secondary lengthening
from *i (< *H) which is
used to show that there is a morpheme
Jamison's
third

explanation

class (reduplicated)

somewhat

boundary

before the -y-.

of the i in the ninth class presents

presents

(mi-mi-te

`measures',

different

from the one given for the passives

attempts

to elucidate

the I in these verbal categories

i-liaison

(the

perfect
made',

connecting

vowel

i). The i-liaison

(grbh-ni-te)

si-si-te

and

'sharpens')

and denominatives.6
in relation

is virtually

She

to the so-called
obligatory

before

endings beginning with a consonant in later Sanskrit (e.g. cakaritha
cakrima, etc.). It must have originated in the inflection of set roots

udi-ma `we spoke' < *(v)u-udH-me,
useful cluster breaker

tasthi-ma

was soon reanalyzed

is

`we stood' < *(s)te-stH-me),

`you
(e.g.

but this

as part of the ending and transferred

to

anit roots (e.g. as-itha 'you were' < *hie-hies-th2e,
tatn-ise `you stretched'
<
*te-tn-soi) . This liaison vowel is always short.7 On the other hand, the vocalized
laryngeals

in ninth class and reduplicated

(1988: 224) claims
morpheme boundary
a feature

are part of the stem. Jamison

that the *i is lengthened to make it clear
after the *I", i.e. that the *1 is not an i-liaison.

The above explanation
the

presents

of the i in the ninth and third class presents

in common with the one given to the passives

lengthening

in both

that there

cases

is morphologically

shares

and denominatives
conditioned,

and

is a

in that
is not

a

phonological process. But I find myself reluctant to accept her view on the i in the
ninth and the third class presents for the following two reasons. Firstly, the long i
in the weak stems of the ninth class presents
throughout

all the periods of Sanskrit,

underway

and

is observed

tatan-tha

'you

stretched'

and reduplicated

presents

whereas in Vedic Sanskrit

only when

the

preceding

and jagan-ma

6 B

'we

went',

syllable
for

i-liaison

is regular
was still

is long.8

example,

Thus,

lack

the

ecause both mi-mi-te (< *mi-mhi-toi)
and si-si-te
(< *ki-kh3-toi)
have root-final
laryngeals, a short I (<*I') would be expected (cf. their corresponding strong forms mi-ma-ti <
*mi-mehi-ti and si-sa-ti < *ki-keh3-ti) .
7 This connecting i is interpreted as an example of vowel epenthesis by Kobayashi (2004:
136).
8 Cf

. Macdonell

(1910: 356).
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connecting
ds-itha

of Wackernagel:

-i- in contrast to tatn-ise,

'you

noteworthy

were',

etc.

which

are reduplicated

observed,

but the

jagm-ire

have

-i- after

is light.

Ninth

tatard-itha

heavy

such as mimi-te

syllable

-ni- in Sanskrit

`they went',

the

presents

preceding

The Weak Affix

'you split',

syllables.

and sisi-te

Secondly,

Class Presents

Particular

where

an 7 is

the connecting

-i- is

attached to stems only when both strong and weak stems end in consonants

as seen

in cakart-itha

In this

`you cut',

cakart-ire,

respect,

the preforms

Jamison

were very unlikely

in the preceding

worthy

223):

paragraph

examination

(1988:

levelling

in either category, because neither

or third class presents

"The

of close

Jamison

internal

I cannot

length is analogically

the connecting

inevitably

paradigm

-i-

*mima-ti).

makes it difficult
in connection

is the following

be the result

by

with

remark

of simple

by

paradigm

of the ninth

[KY]) has any slots where -7- would be regular.

The second

where -is, -it are found in the paradigms

above, have strong forms with a (agrnat,
it may legitimately

posited

(= the paradigm

and third sg. act. imperfect,

provide

as including

for the I in the ninth and the third class presents
However,

jaghn-ima.

etc. legitimately

strong stems ended in vowels (*grbhnd-ti,

The interpretation
i-liaison.

`you smote',

*mimi-te,

to be reinterpreted

because their corresponding
to account

jaghan-tha

such as *grbhni-te,

be questioned
transferred

asisat)."

whether

there is any case where only the vowel

within a paradigm.

If there is such a case, it will

us with a basis on which we can assume that the vocalized

(<*1/) in the weak stem of the Sanskrit
the vowel length from the corresponding
case is found in the Hittite nasal-infix

discussed

Although this remark is correct,

laryngeal

*i

ninth and third class presents has copied
strong stem. In this respect an instructive

verb, to which the following

section will be

devoted.
3. Typological

evidence

from Hittite

The 3 sg. mediopassive
Proto-Indo-European

are unaccented

(= middle)

present

endings

*'..or and accented

reconstructed

for

*-ór .9 These two endings

are inherited intact in early Proto-Anatolian.
The unaccented *'-or and accented
*-or changed to *'-o (< *'-or) and *-ori (<—*-or) in late Proto-Anatolian
after the
final -r loss, which occurred

unless *..r was immediately

vowel. The final -i of *-ori is transferred
reflected

in e.g. is-kal-la-a-ri

preceded

from the active.

`tears up' with scriptio

9 In most handbooks

by an accented

The accented

*-ori is

plena -a- in the ending.'°

, e.g. Fortson (2010: 93), *..tor is also reconstructed in addition to *..or.
But it is unlikely that the ending *..tor existed in Proto-Indo-European
because the
encroachment of *t of the 3 sg. active on the corresponding
3 sg. mediopassive ending was
still in progress in the historical period of Hittite as shown in detail in Yoshida (2007); e.g.
halziya 'is called' in Old Hittite manuscripts — halziyattari
'id.' in a Neo-Hittite copy of an
Old Hittite text, haliya(ri)
'kneels' in Neo-Hittite
copies of Old Hittite manuscripts
haliyattat 'knelt' in a Neo-Hittite historical text.
10 A detailed
prehistory of the r-ending in Anatolian and other Indo-European
languages is
exhaustively presented in Yoshida (1990: 102ff.).
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Among the Proto-Anatolian
3 sg. present mediopassive
endings *'-o and
*-ori , the former, which was undercharacterized
as the 3 sg. present mediopassive,
needed to be more clearly marked as such. To save this situation, the r-less *'-o
underwent

one of the following

individual

histories

three

of the Anatolian

different

morphological

changes

in the

languages.

(3) *'-o —>*-to(ri)
(4) *'-o —>*-oto(ri)
(5) *'-o
One is *-o

. *-o-ri

. *-to as seen in Old Hittite suppiyahhati

replaced

by , uppiyahtari

Classical

Sanskritsete

morphological
first

(< *-to-i)

`cleaned'

change,

i.e.

which replaced

Old Hittite

`enjoys'

of these two morphological

is illustrated

by later Hittite

replacements

proper to a descendant

was virtually

limited

pointed

of the
out by

halziyatari

The new form is comparable

The outputs which resulted

in

A second

the prior existence

as was correctly

was originally

is observed

to Vedic saye (*-o-i).

*-o —> *-to,

halziya.

(< *-o-to-i).

which was later

transformation

`lies' in contrast

(1969: 86). This change

type jusate

An identical

change is *-o --> *-oto, which presupposes

morphological

Watkins

`cleans'.

`calls'

to the Sanskrit

from the application

came to be further extended by -ri, which

of the accented *-ori. The element -ri, which

to the 3 sg. of the a-class

mediopassive

in Old Hittite,

gradually spread to the 3 sg. of both the ta- and ata-classes in Middle Hittite and
became almost obligatory in Neo-Hittite.
A third morphological
change is the
attachment

of -ri directly

accompanied

to the undercharacterized

by the encroachment

This change

of *t of the 3 sg. active,

Hittite esa `sits' which was later replaced
As for the accented

*'-o.

*-ori,

as illustrated

Hittite. Notice that the mediopassives
in -a-(a)-ri with occasional
-a- consistently
resisted
the intrusion
of the active -t , as
`tears

tu-ug-ga-a-ri

'is of importance'."

mediopassive

verb with an original

morphological
historical

change

period

characterized

up',

of

is-du-wa-a-ri

-ari
Hittite.

Since

as the 3 sg. present

there was no motivation

'becomes

evident',

There are no definite
accented

-+ -ttari

by Old

by esari.

on the other hand, it is faithfully

is-kal-la-a-ri

is not

or -ari
the

ending

accented

mediopassive

scriptio

in

plena

illustrated

sa-ha-a-ri

by

'pollutes',

cases of the 3 sg. present

*-or having

—* -attari

preserved

undergone

throughout

ending

-ari

the

was

the

whole

uniquely

by its accent and the element

-ri,

for either of the above transformations.

There is, however,

a problematic

case against the observation

The scriptio plena -a- occasionally found in the ending -(C)a-a-ri
accent.
11 S
ee Yoshida (1990: 96f.) for additional examples.
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reflects the position

of the

Return

last paragraph

that the accented

presents.
Nasal-infix
Proto-Indo-European
active

of Wackernagel:

(*-ne-C-ti)

ending

The Weak Affix

-ari

-ni- in Sanskrit

was preserved

Ninth

intact:

Class Presents

nasal-infix

presents
reconstructed
for Proto-Anatolian
as well as
are characterized
by an accented e-grade infix in the 3 sg.

and an accented

6-grade

ending

in the 3 sg. mediopassive

(*-n-C-ori).
If our analysis is correct, the 3 sg. pres. mediopassive of this class
would have the accented ending -ari, i.e. spelled -Ca-a-ri with optional scriptio
plena -a-. Contrary to our expectation, however, the actual form has -attari, e.g.
zinnattari
`is finished', not the expected *zinndri (<— *ti-n-hi-Or).
The attested
zinnattari

must be accounted

shown in (4), i.e. *'-o
condition

for by the loss of final -r and the transformation

*-oto(ri).

But the protoform

*ti-n-hl-or

does not meet the

for the final -r loss.
The only reasonable

way of explaining

why final

-r was

lost in the

prehistory of zinnattari is to assume that its preform *tinor (< *ti-n-hi-or)
copied
the vowel length from its corresponding
active *tinx ti (< *ti-ne-h,-ti;
Old Hittite
zinnizi)

before the loss of final -r occurred

necessary

to reformulate

Yoshida (1990:

the rule of final -r loss. An original

102ff.) is that Proto-Anatolian

vowel. A new proposal
after

in Proto-Anatolian.

an accented

It is furthermore
version put forth by

final -r remained

after an accented

made by Yoshida (2011: 105) is that final -r remained

short vowel

dropped

after an accented

accented

and unaccented

mediopassive

*tinnor

the structural

description

(= after

an accented

long vowel, which
morae.12

According

mora).

is reinterpreted

with the analogically

to the present
extended

In other

only

words,

as a sequence
analysis,

it
of

the 3 sg.

vowel length came to meet

for the new version of the rule of final -r loss, so that it

became *tinno, to which the productive

mediopassive

3 sg. ending -ttari was later

attached.
Typologically
the verbal
present

paradigm

speaking,
included

is completely

the analogical

extension

in the above discussion

parallel

to what Wackernagel

of vowel

length within

of the Hittite
referred

nasal-infix

to as `Trieb

nach

gleicher Quantitat in starken und schwachen Formen' in his interpretation
of the
weak affix -ni- in Sanskrit ninth class presents. It seems to me that this typological
evidence

from Hittite

makes

Wackernagel's

view the best explanation

that we

have.13
4. A remaining

issue

In the preceding

sections,

an effort

has been

made

to show

that

the weak

12 Y
oshida (2011) argues that in Proto-Anatolian
the basic units that carry accents are morae.
Adiego (2001) has also presented a different piece of evidence for this view.
13 A
s in the ninth class presents, it is to be argued that the reduplicated presents mi-in -te,
si-sF-te, etc. have received the long quantity of vowels from the corresponding strong forms
mi-ma-ti and si-sa-ti.
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affix -ni- in Sanskrit

ninth class presents

vowel from the strong stems.

A question

forms of the fifth class presents
class

verbs

influence

(e.g. juhute

has received
may naturally

(e.g. srnute

`sacrifices')

from their corresponding

have

`hears')

analogy
affixes

inside

the paradigm

of the ninth,

11, resisting

the

occurred.

the relative

The prehistory

.
->

*-P77- • *-77-

of the strong

(grnite,

*-nau- :*-nu*-(777-• *-77-

It should be noted that the contrast
Indo-Iranian,
diphthong

is only
when

why forms

and weak

srnute, juhute)

can be

manner.

*-neu- : *-nu-

affixes

(e.g. srnoti,

date when the

(6) PIECommon
IIrSanskrit
*-neH- : *-nH- —> *-nä- : *-ni*-na- : *-ni-

weak

analogical

we may wonder

by considering

fifth and third class presents

traced in the following

be raised why the weak

strong forms with a long vowel

may be solved

of the

and of some reduplicated

a short

juhoti) unlike the nasal infix-class. In other words,
such as *srnute, *juhute with long u are absent.t4
This problem

its long quantity

the

observed
strong

between
in the

*au. In the period between

*-nau- : *-nu*-(777-• *-77-

—*-no- : -nu_ -n- • -71-

long and short vowels in strong and

ninth

suffixes

—+-na- : -ni-

of the

class

at the

fifth

stage

and third

Common Indo-Iranian

of Common
classes

and Sanskrit,

had

a

the long

quantity of the vowel in the strong suffix *..na- was extended to the weak suffix
*-ni- , so that *-ni- was replaced by *-ni-. This analogical change was anterior to
the monophthongization
of *au > o. The existence of grnite with long i in contrast
to the lack of *srnute,
relative

*juhute

with long u is best explained

by assuming

this

chronology.ts

5. Conclusion
Jamison

(1988)

argues

that

a

vocalized

laryngeal

word-internally
except in final syllables
in Sanskrit.
agreement
with her in that internal
i (<— *H) is
morphologically

conditioned

14 In this

Jamison

respect

lengthening.

(1988:

*H

becomes

I find myself
secondary
and

i

in full
due to

As for the weak affix -ni- of Sanskrit

224) has made an important

remark

"The

alternation

between long and short vowels/syllables
in strong and weak forms is one of the most
immediately perceptible phenomena of Sanskrit athematic inflection, and the categories in
question violate this fundamental principle. Alternations like grnati : *grnite; sisati : *sisiti
would conform far better than the attested ones to the patterns established by forms like
srnoti : srnute; juhOti : juhute, etc."
15 As we have seen in section 3, the copying of vowel length assumed in the prehistory of
Hittite occurred at a relatively early stage of Proto-Anatolian,
i.e. before the loss of final -r at
the latest. It is interesting that the change from *-ni- to *-ni- also goes back to an early stage,
presumably to Common Indo-Iranian.
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Return

ninth

class

presents,

of Wackernagel:

however,

The Weak Affix

my historical

account

-ni- in Sanskrit

Ninth

is different

Class Presents

from

hers.

Jamison claims that the *1 is lengthened

to make it clear that there is a morpheme

boundary

which is always part of the ending.

after the *i unlike an i-liaison

claim is not easy to accept for the following
weak stems of the ninth
Sanskrit,

whereas

class presents

in Vedic Sanskrit

only when the preceding

syllable

two reasons.

is regular

i-liaison

throughout

all the periods

was still underway

is long. Secondly,

This

Firstly, the long I in the
of

and is observed

the connecting

-i- is attached

to stems only when both strong and weak stems end in consonants.

The preforms

represented

by *grbhni-te

was very unlikely

connecting

-i-

its

because

to be reinterpreted

corresponding

strong

stem

as including

ended

in

a

vowel

(*grbhnd-ti).
I would rather be in a position very close to the one that was advanced
Wackernagel

in 1896, who ascribed

the long quantity

the

by

of the affix -ni- to a tendency

for the same vowel length to be shared by both strong and weak forms. His view
has now found typological
finished'

is a verb representative

should have been
which

support in Hittite nasal-infix

*zinnari

has obviously

of this class.

(* . *ti-n-hi-or),

undergone

verbs. Hittite zinna- 'be

Its 3 sg. mediopassive

but the attested

the loss of final

present

form is zinnattari,

-r and the attachment

of the

productive ending -ttari. The only reasonable way of explaining why final -r was
lost in the prehistory
of zinnattari
is to assume that its preform *tinor (<
*ti -n-hi-or) copied the vowel length from its corresponding
active *tinx ti (<
*ti-ne-hi-ti)

before the loss of final -r . This analogical

within the verbal paradigm
his interpretation

is completely

parallel

extension

of vowel length

to what Wackernagel

stated

in

of the weak affix -ni- in Sanskrit ninth class presents.
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Return

of Wackernagel:

The Weak Affix

-ni- in Sanskrit

Ninth

Class Presents

ヴ ァ ッ カー ナ ー ゲ ル の 帰 還
‑サ ン ス ク リ ッ ト現 在 第9類

動 詞 に み ら れ る 接 辞‑ni‑‑

吉 田 和彦

キ ー ワ ー ド:サ

ン ス ク リ ッ ト、 鼻 音 接 中 辞 現 在 、 母 音 化 し た 喉 音 、
i‑リ

エ ゾ ン 、 ヒ ッ タ イ ト語 、 類 推 、 類 型 論

要 旨
印 欧 祖 語 に 再 建 さ れ る 喉 音(laryngeals)が

サ ン ス ク リ ッ トに お い て 母 音 化 す

る 場 合 、 語 末 音 節 に お け る 反 映 形 に つ い て は な お 議 論 さ れ て い る。 し か しな
が ら 、 語 中 に お い て はiで

現 れ る と一 般 に 認 め られ て い る。 こ の 一 般 的 な 見

方 の 明 ら か な 例 外 と な る の は 、 現 在 第9類
で あ る(サ

ン ス ク リ ッ ト現 在 第9類

徴 づ け ら れ て い た)。

動 詞 の 弱 語 幹 に み ら れ る 接 辞‑ni‑

動詞 は比較 言 語学 的 に は鼻音 接 中辞 で 特

こ の 接 辞‑ni‑は 、 音 法 則 に よ っ て 予 想 さ れ る‑ni‑で は な

く (‑ni‑C<*‑nH‑C)、

長 母 音iを

持 っ て い る 。 こ のiは

二次 的 な形 態的 要 因

に よ っ て も た ら され た と考 え られ る 。 こ の 特 異 性 を 説 明 し よ う とす る さま ざ
ま な 試 み の う ち 、 ヴ ァ ッ カ ー ナ ー ゲ ル(Wackernagel)は1896年

の研 究 の な

か で 、 接 辞‑ni‑に み ら れ る 長 母 音 は 強 語 幹 と 弱 語 幹 の 母 音 の 長 さ を 同 一 に し
よ うとす る作 用 に 起 因 す る と述べ た。 こ の彼 の 見 方 は 、 の ちに ジャ ミス ン
(Jamison)に

よ っ て 批 判 を 受 け る 。 し か し な が ら 、 ヒ ッ タ イ ト語 に み ら れ る

つ ぎ の 類 型 論 的 な 根 拠 は 、 ヴ ァ ッ カ ー ナ ー ゲ ル の 見 方 に 強 い 支 持 を 与 え る。
ヒ ッ タ イ ト語 の 鼻 音 接 中 辞 を 持 つ 動 詞 ク ラ ス か ら つ く ら れ る3人
中 ・受 動 態 動 詞 は‑ariで

称 単数 現在

は な く 、‑ttariと い う語 尾 を 持 つ 。 こ の 事 実 は 、 ヒ ッ

タ イ ト語 の 先 史 に お い て 、 強 語 幹 に 特 有 の 鼻 音 接 中 辞 の 長 母 音 の 長 さ が 対 応
す る弱 語 幹 に 広 が っ た と考 え な い 限 り、 容 易 に 理 解 す る こ と が で き な い 。 こ
の 言 語 学 的 解 釈 は 、 サ ン ス ク リ ッ ト現 在 第9類

動 詞 弱 語 幹 接 辞‑ni‑に つ い て

ヴ ァ ッカ ー ナ ー ゲ ル が 示 した 見 解 と ま っ た く並 行 的 で あ る 。 こ の 新 た に 発 見
さ れ た ヒ ッ タ イ ト語 か ら の 根 拠 に よ り 、1世 紀 以 上 前 に 提 案 さ れ た ヴ ァ ッ カ
ー ナ ー ゲ ル の 見 方 は 、 な お こ の 問 題 につ い て の 最 善 の説 明 と い う こ とが で き
る。

(よ し だ ・か ず ひ こ
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